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RIMMEB Chapter 13 She is not Xiaosheng 

"This…" 

After hearing this call made up by Qi Bufan, the person was still a little 
embarrassed. 

He wanted to say something, the other person hurriedly pulled his sleeve 
quietly. The man reacted and quickly changed his words and said, "The eldest 
master is interested." 

Qi Bufan nodded and replied as he should. 

Watching that person write Fang Yusheng's name and gift, Qi Bufan turned 
and left. 

Entering the hall, Qi Bufan's face was a little ugly. After he found Fang 
Yusheng, he stood quietly beside him without saying a word. Realizing that he 
was in a bad mood, Fang Yusheng just smiled slightly, and he heard a noise 
when he was about to say something to tease him. 

"The bride is here!" 

With the sound of firecrackers, everyone ran out of the wedding banquet hall, 
ran to the gate, and watched the bridegroom and bride enter the hotel 
together. 

Today’s pomp is very luxurious, with dozens of supercars parked at the 
entrance of the hotel. 

Fang Mu, who runs through a black suit, wore a burgundy high-definition suit 
today to meet the occasion. The bride is even more beautiful as a fairy 
descending to the world. She wore a heavy hand-beaded wedding dress with 
flowers in her hand. On her neck she wore the proud work of the founder of 
the jewelry brand "Crown for Love", named and brand name. The same is 
also called'Crowning Love'. 

This deep purple pear-shaped diamond necklace is a treasure of the town 
shop of the "Crown for Love" brand. It is not for sale. Only the daughter of the 
Qiao family can wear it when she is married. 



Today's Qiao Jiuyin is really beautiful and overwhelming. 

Fang Yuqing approached Fang Yusheng and muttered, "Second sister-in-law 
is so beautiful." 

Fang Yusheng smiled, "Really?" 

"No." 

He touched the hand in his hand, and said in a flat tone, "Unfortunately, no 
matter how beautiful it is, I can't see it." 

Fang Yuqing quickly covered her mouth and stopped talking. 

The bride had to go back to the room to change the wedding dress for the 
wedding ceremony, and only showed up in front of the crowd before going 
upstairs. Can't see the excitement, everyone went back to the wedding 
banquet hall. Fang Yusheng waited for everyone to finish, and then said to Qi 
Bufan, "Let's go in too." 

"it is good." 

Fang Yusheng just turned around, but was sensitively aware that there was 
an unignorable gaze looking at him. 

Noting that Fang Yusheng had stopped, Qi Bufan asked hurriedly, "What's the 
matter?" 

Fang Yusheng said, "Behind me, at seven o'clock." 

Qi Bufan turned abruptly and looked in the direction Fang Yusheng said, only 
to see the back of a woman who turned around in a panic. "There is a 
woman." 

Fang Yusheng raised his eyebrows, "What do you look like?" 

"I can't see clearly, I can only see the back, now I can't even see the shadow." 

"Oh." 

The two people walked to the wedding banquet hall. It was more than an hour 
before the ceremony officially began. Qi Bufan saw that there were many 



people in the banquet hall, so he suggested, "Anyway, it's still early. Or, let's 
go upstairs and have a rest." 

Fang Yusheng was also a little unhappy when he heard the noise around him, 
so he nodded, "Yes." 

There is a lounge upstairs. Fang Yusheng and Qi Bufan took the key cards. 
They just got out of the elevator and before they could find the room, they 
heard the voice of an old man in the hall. 

"Isn't it said that today is Xiao Sheng's wedding day? My Xiao Sheng is 
already?" 

"Grandpa, Xiao Sheng is standing in front of you, take a closer look." 

The one who shouted to find Xiao Sheng was an old man wearing an ocher 
red Tang suit and looking at him who was about seventy years old with a few 
strands of white hair. And the person who answered the question was a 
handsome man in a navy blue suit. 

Fang Yusheng stepped lightly and heard Qi Bufan explain, "It's the bride's 
grandfather and eldest brother." 

The bride’s parents were killed in a plane accident a few years ago, and her 
sister died a few days ago, leaving only a trance grandfather and brother. 
Fang Yusheng nodded, and heard the old man say, "Nonsense, this is clearly 
not Xiao Sheng, it is clearly a small tone." 

Hearing this, Qiao Jiuyin’s eldest brother, Qiao Sen, quickly took his 
grandfather’s hand, comforted him, and took him to the room, “Grandpa, you 
haven’t taken any medicine today. Let’s go back to the room and take the 
medicine first.” 

"You think I'm confused again, are you? I know I'm sick, but I'm not so sick 
that I can't distinguish between Xiaosheng and Xiaoyin." Qiao Yunfan was 
very dissatisfied with his grandson's actions. He was pulled away by his 
grandson, eyes But looking at Qiao Jiuyin in a luxurious wedding dress, he 
kept muttering, "She is not Xiao Sheng, you must be mistaken." 

Witnessing this farce, Qi Bufan frowned and said, "This old man is a little 
seriously ill." 



Obviously he was blind, but Fang Yusheng turned his head to the direction 
where Qiao Sen and Qiao Yunfan disappeared. "Do you believe it?" 

"What?" Qi Bufan felt that Mr. Fang's question was inexplicable. 

"Do you believe the old man's words?" Fang Yusheng asked again. 

Qi Bufan thought for a while, and then said, "I don't believe it, the old man has 
a mild Alzheimer's disease. The second young master has been in love with 
Qiao Er for many years, so he won't admit his mistake." 

"Ah." 

Turning the Buddha beads on his wrist, Fang Yusheng said nonchalantly, 
“Compared with his lover who has only known him for six years, he is more 
convincing when he sees his granddaughter grow up.” 

Qi Bufan was stunned. 

"What do you mean?" 

Fang Yusheng shook his head, "Nothing." 

As sisters of identical twins, why can't Qiao Jiusheng be Qiao Jiuyin? 

Fang Yusheng fiddled with the Buddha beads and followed Qi Bufan back to 
the room. 

In the hall, Fang Mu saw that Qiao Jiuyin's face was a little ugly, and couldn't 
help but asked worriedly, "Xiao Sheng, are you okay?" 

Raising his head and looking at Fang Mu, Qiao Jiuyin opened his mouth, 
trying to force a smile, but he still didn't succeed. "My grandfather has been 
unable to distinguish between me and my sister. My sister has something 
wrong, and he is also very sad. He still can't accept the fact that my sister is 
gone..." Qiao Jiuyin said, his eyes were a little red, and he was sad when he 
thought of his sister. Looks like. 

Fang Mu hurriedly shook her hand, "Don't think about it, today is a big day, so 
be happy." 

Nodding, Qiao Jiuyin was led back to the room by Fang Mu. 



* 

"Grandpa, today is a day for my sister to be overwhelmed. Please pay 
attention to your words and deeds." 

In the room, Qiao Sen squatted at Qiao Yunfan's feet, holding his hand, his 
eyes looked helpless. The appearance of the Qiao sisters is inherited from 
their mother, and the older brother Qiaosen looks amazing like his father 
Qiao. 

Qiao Yunfan stared at Qiao Sen, sighed, and said, "It's amazing, I can 
recognize it as a grandfather. How can you be a father, why can't you tell your 
biological daughter?" 

Seeing that his grandfather recognized himself as his father again, Johnson 
gave up persuading him. 

He stood up, found the old man's medicine from the bag, poured out two pills, 
and coaxed the old man to drink it, which was relieved. 

No data found. 

 


